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11 Topics. Dozens of Coaches.
100 Bliss Hacks for Your Best
Year Ever!
Stretch your awareness. Expand your horizons. Make small improvements in
countless areas. Reach for Productive Bliss in 2019.
You’ll find bliss hacks for Transformation, Life Management, Performance,
Resilience, Relationships, Wellness, Spirituality, Career, Business, Productivity,
Confidence.
This project is a work in progress. More coaches are contributing and this
ebook is on track to become the BIGGEST collection of bliss hacks EVER.
Get free updates via www.lifebinder.club/book/
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Before You Dive in
This started out as a passion project — and quickly
escalated.
I contacted dozens of coaches who I feel are living
true to their own commitment to productive bliss by
providing expert coaching in various categories.
I’m thrilled to bring you their bliss hacks for 2019 and
bring them a little bit more publicity for their
coaching practice.
Find bliss hacks that help you boost your bliss in
2019.
Find a coach or two that can help you move to the
next level of success.
Enjoy the bliss hacks collection.
Gavriel Shaw
Founder
www.lifebinder.club
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Coaching Category:

TRANSFORMATION
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Coach Marybeth Cale
says:
Want to find more bliss in everyday life? Here are a few
ways I've discovered how to tap into that childlike sense of
wonder we all crave throughout our journey:

Meditate —
Almost Daily.

And I say "almost" because we need to be gentle with
ourselves when we've developed a routine and then go
off-course sometimes.
But taking the time to focus on my source of life, my breath,
in a peaceful space, sets the tone for the entire day. It is
calming, liberating, and creates the space in my life to
remember how to be present.
That has an incredibly wonderful impact on all of my
interactions, no matter how the rest of my day takes shape.

Notice Nature.
I try to look up, look down, and look all around me

throughout the day to notice the natural beauty that
surrounds me.
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Living in the Hudson River Valley of New York State, which I
consider the most exquisite place I've ever seen, brings
endless opportunities to stop and enjoy simple moments
where I can't help but smile at how beautiful everything is.

Spend
(Quality)
Time With
Someone
You Love.

Give Back.

When I was growing up, my dad (an Episcopalian minister)
always said: "best way to feel happy is to shift the focus
from your needs to the needs of others."

Each day, I carve out time to connect with
(and listen to) the people I adore.
Whether it is my family or friends, colleagues
or clients, I believe that in asking others about
themselves, we buoy our own spirits and learn
in the process.
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In giving, we always receive so much.
Whether volunteering for a nonprofit organization or going
above and beyond for a client, my heart is most full when
I've replaced the desire to focus on myself with some kind
of action that will positively make a difference in someone
else's life.

Marybeth Cale
Certified Life Coach
www.marybethcale.com
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Coach Max Kirsten says:

Take A
Transformational
Breath
Take a few moments to scan through your memory banks
in a search to find probably the greatest feeling of being
alive that you have ever felt.
Some of us it may take a few moments to sort through the
many to find the one.
Others of you may know in an instant the exact moment
the you have felt the very best in your entire life so far…

When You're Ready To Begin,
simply close your eyes and begin to remember
exactly where you were and what you are doing. And
imagine that you are really there now reliving that exact
moment again.
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See everything around you, notice any sounds and smells,

whilst you are reliving this moment again, I want to turn up

and most of all feel how good you felt… And while you are

the colours and the brightness of this memory and make it

reliving this moment again now, I want to turn up the

even more vividly real, all around you, and within you that

colours and the brightness of this memory and make it

feeling of feeling so good even brighter post in your mind

even more vividly real, all around you, and within you that

and within your entire body…

feeling of feeling so good even brighter post in your mind
and within your entire body…

And as you're making it so vividly real inside and out,
feeling so good, only to take a long deep breath all the

And as you're making it so vividly real inside and out,

way up into that wonderful feeling… And then hold the

feeling so good, only to take a long deep breath all the

breath… And lift your physical form, straightening your

way up into that wonderful feeling… And then hold the

spine, for a few moments… Until it feels right to slowly

breath… And lift your physical form, straightening your

release your breath, and yet keeping that feeling within.

spine, for a few moments…

For the third memory simply find a time when you were

Until it feels right to slowly release your breath, and yet

feeling close to nature, perhaps walking along the beach,

keeping that feeling within.

or through a field or in a forest.

Open your eyes from moment, and then close your eyes,

The feeling of connectedness to nature. When you're ready

and go back into that wonderful memory, and re-live it

to begin, simply close your eyes and begin to remember

again, or choose another just as good.

exactly where you were and what you are doing. Imagine

Remember exactly where you were and what you are
doing. And imagine that you are really there now reliving
that exact moment again.
See everything around you, notice any sounds and smells,

that you are really there again now re-living that exact
moment.
See everything around you, notice any sounds and smells,
and most of all feel how good you felt… again now.

and most of all feel how good you felt… again now. And
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And whilst you are reliving this moment again, I want to
turn up the colours and the brightness of this memory and
make it even more vividly real, all around you, and even
brighter in your mind and within your entire body… And as
you're making it so vividly real inside and out, feeling so
good, only to take a long deep breath all the way up into
that wonderful feeling…
And then hold the breath… And lift your physical form,
straightening your spine for a few moments… Until it feels
right to slowly release your breath, and yet keeping

Max Kirsten,

that feeling within.
Finally, know that from now on…. because you've done this
exercise, that every time you now consciously take 3 a long
deep breaths filling your lungs and straightening your

NLP Success Coach, Clinical Hypnotherapist,
Sleep Coach and author.
www.maxkirsten.com

spine at the same time, that even with your eyes open, you
can now sense that incredible feeling of positive energy
within you, feel that incredible energy flowing through you,
a sense of pure joy of being alive, a greater sense of being
in the Now… Sometimes called being “in a state of flow…”
Enjoy the rest of Now…
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Coach Sile Walsh says

Let me start by saying, this is not my wisdom, this is a

Simplify.

witness and observe personally and professionally.

collective and one I have been privileged enough to

I have learned more from my clients in the past number of
years than I believe I ever did in university. And I do not say
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this lightly as I am completing a MSc thesis on systemic

It is about a great deal of compassionate accountability

psychodynamic coaching and have invested years in my

and not losing ourselves to musts, should or could haves.

education, as well as my personal funds and still my clients

I know simplifying is knocked about a lot these days, this is

have taught me much more about me, them and life.

not a trend though or some pop psychology notion, this is

I believe based on years of work that each of us need a

how we can regain control over ourselves and cultivate our

strong relationship with self, relationships with others that

own bliss on a daily basis.

are reciprocal as a foundation and that most of the things

By knowing which need we are feeding, the connection to

we want somehow feed into one or the other. With this in

self or others, then we can decide priorities and let go of

mind,

expectations that set us up to be stuck in the cycle of doing

A Bliss Hack That Has Worked
for my Business Clients and
Personal Clients Alike Is
Simplifying the Mess.

and proving.

The mess being the complex reality of life, not simplifying
as in reducing life to simple notions but simplifying how we
go about the pursuit of happiness and how we go about
our own wellbeing.

Bliss Is Never Waiting at the
End of an Accomplishment, It
Is Always in the Process or
Not.
So many have goal setting associated with happiness and
as a coach I find this can be troubling because goals are
vital however how we go about them has a big indication

Simplifying is about understanding motivations, picking

in how happy of content we will feel when we get there,

priorities and accepting that living imperfectly is in fact the

not to mention the sustainability of the goal.

biggest reality.
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Happiness and bliss do not lie in achievement but within
our own capacity to be with ourselves and others as we are
in any given moment. The pursuit of this brings bliss.

Sile Walsh
Sile is a passionate coach, author, facilitator
and speaker with authenticity at the core of
everything she does. Working with people in
relation to Mental Fitness, Mental Health,
Emotional Intelligence, Recovery,
Stress Management, Business Development,
Authentic Leadership, Interpersonal Skills,
Holistic Well-being and Relationship
Coaching.
Coaching Psychology Author, Facilitator &
Speaker.
Coaching people in Emotional Well-being,
Resilience, Mental Health, Recovery,
Relationships, Stress Management,
Leadership, Business & Careers.
www.silewalsh.com
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Coaching Category:

LIFE MANAGEMENT
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Coach Lidiya K says:

analyze how you're currently spending your time.

Learn To
Manage Your
Time and
Money
First.

habits that can be removed and changes you can make in

Once you see the big picture you can notice some bad
your daily life that will help you save time. You appreciate
the time you have in a day more and start making the most
of it - you get rid of time-wasting activities and do what
matters and what helps you reach your goals.
Over time, this becomes a mindset and you end up being
in control of almost anything you're doing with your life.

One of the most interesting things I've
noticed after years dedicated to self-

improvement and developing new habits is
that most aspects of life require the same
approach to be managed effectively.
Take time management and money
management, for example. You start with
awareness - realizing time is precious and
that you need to use it wisely. You then
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The same goes for money.

freedom through personal growth and online

You should stop fearing it, thinking you might lose it or

business.

compare your situation to what others have. Instead,

https://letsreachsuccess.com

understand it's the means to a more enjoyable lifestyle,
appreciate it and start spending wisely.

Cut the Bad Spending Habits
and Begin Investing.
Spend on experiences rather than material possessions.
Manage your money well by paying yourself first each
month (create an automatic savings plan), then pay the bills
and work with what's left.
You'll see that you can live with less and life becomes much
better this way. You can also give side hustles a try to make
an extra $1000 a month and save or invest this so you can
reach financial freedom earlier than imagined.

Lidiya K started as a freelance writer but
turned her passion for writing into a full-time
blogging career. She runs Let’s Reach
Success, where she helps others achieve
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Coaching Category:

PERFORMANCE
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Bliss Hacks coming soon.
If you’re a coach and want to contribute, get in touch.
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Coaching Category:

RESILIENCE
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Coach Marc Kirby says:

Practice Every day, for example when you go to bed, make

Here are 3 popular tips for maintaining and encouraging a

my life?’. This could be something good that’s happened to

resilient outlook:

Show Some
Gratitude.

a note of/ask yourself ‘What have I got to be grateful for in
you today/in your life; a close relationship you have;
something you’ve achieved; something that motivates you;
something that you’re looking forward to. These are just
some example ideas.

What have you got to be grateful for??
The research tells us that experiencing

gratitude is beneficial for both our physical
and psychological wellbeing, as well as
having a positive effect on our relationships.
With a grateful disposition, we're more likely
to
• notice and appreciate the positive, the
good things in life
• have less room for negative emotions
• negotiate adversity and negative life events
more easily
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This practice means we are consciously, intentionally
focusing our attention - what we give power and energy to
- on developing more grateful thinking. (Let's remember
that energy follows focus: what we focus on we give energy
to, and what we give energy to we cultivate).

Be Kind to
Yourself/SelfCompassion.

If you make a mistake or things go wrong for you, do not
give yourself a hard time! If it spurs you on to re-double
your efforts and go again, then fine. Otherwise, it’s a waste
of time and energy, and is demotivating and tiring.
This is especially so when you’ve made that particular
mistake just the once: you are only human after all!! Just
say to yourself ‘These things happen’ and ‘Won’t be doing
that again’ and move on.
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You can practice self-kindness/compassion, and ask

Having dealt with things to the best of your ability/well, this

yourself ‘How would I deal with this situation if I were being

is likely to contribute positively to your confidence and

kind to myself?’

resource levels and create/maintain a virtuous cycle, in

Tell Yourself
You Can Do It /
You Can Get
Through It.

which you are better able to feel resilient and demonstrate
a resilient attitude.

We can lack persistence sometimes, and give up when we
encounter a hurdle or things don’t go well.
If that’s you, remind yourself of the times when you were
successful, of the good things that have happened to you

and will be happening to you, and that you have been and
can be resourceful.
That way, you’ll approach and deal with situations more
effectively.
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Marc Kirby
Stress Management Plus
http://www.stressmanagementplus.com/

Coaching Category:

RELATIONSHIPS
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Coach Jasbina
Ahluwalia gives us:

5 Hacks To
Improve
Your
Connection

“When we were dating, we downplayed our relationship
because our family and family friends didn’t know what
dating was. If you’re dating, it means your relationship isn’t
serious. I was getting marriage proposals from aunties
even though I had been dating Rajan for 3 years,” Sapna
explained.
“We didn’t want to be disrespectful to the elders, to our
family or to the culture so we just didn’t act like a couple
except when we were around our friends. We did this for

all 3 years until we got engaged,” echoed Rajan while
Sapna nodded.
“Then we got married and thought, ok now we can focus
on our relationship and make that priority. We’ll be taken
seriously by our family and family friends now that we’re a
‘legitimate’ couple in their eyes,” joked Rajan. “But then
came the transition period of learning how to be married
and still go about our regular routine, how to balance time
with each of our friends and each of our families. It wasn’t
easy.”
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“After we felt like we had established a good routine and

However, the downside is that the romantic relationship,

felt settled in our married life, which took a lot longer than

which is the foundation of the new family, gets lost and

we thought, we had kids. And when you have kids,

undervalued.

everything else goes out the window,” Sapna said.

Research by John Gottman has shown that it only takes

“I remember we thought about leaving the baby with your

about 5 hours a week of prioritizing your relationship to

parents one night a week,” Rajan said looking at Sapna

strengthen it and give it the nurturing that is necessary to

“and they asked what we were doing. We told them we

maintain a happy, healthy relationship.

wanted to go on a date. They had the strangest look on

Healthy relationships also play a role in protecting against

their face. They just didn’t get it.”

physical ailments and illnesses as well!

“And now we have 3 kids all under the age of 10. We don’t
see each other much and our priorities are, again, anything
but our relationship,” Sapna stated. “We never saw our
parents prioritize their relationship and I think we just
automatically fell into the same pattern because that’s all
we knew. You’re parents first, spouses later.”
South Asian culture values maintaining positive and strong
relationships with family and children.
It makes South Asians very group oriented and many
become very attentive parents who are closely involved
and invested in raising the best children possible.

Here is how he suggests spending the 5 hours per week:

1) Parting:

Before leaving for work or beginning your day, find out one
thing that is on your spouse’s to-do list for the day.
That can be anything from an important meeting to lunch
with a friend, to a phone call to a doctor. (This 2 minute
activity, done 5 days a week, totals 10 minutes.)

2) Reunion:
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At the end of the day, have a stress-reducing conversation

5 minutes on this activity 7 days a week to total 35

about the events of the day.

minutes.)

The conversation should focus on the highs and lows and

4) Affection:

should be a conversation that you both look forward to.
Ensure that no other diversions interfere, such as phone

Find a way to show affection to your spouse every day.

calls, emails, etc. If you have children, this may be a good
conversation to have after they have gone to sleep. (This

This can be by: Giving a hug, Holding hands, Kissing,

activity can take about 20 minutes. If done 5 times a week,

Expressing a kind thought, Giving each other a kind look or

totals 1 hour 40 minutes.)

smile, etc.

3) Admiration
and
Appreciation:

Affection does have to and should not always be sexual in
nature but instead should cover a wide range of behaviors
and expressions. (Doing this for 5 minutes each day for 7
days totals 35 minutes.)

5) Weekly
Date:

Every day, say at least one thing that you genuinely
appreciate about your partner.

Once a week, find 2 hours per week where the two of you

Examples can include, “I really love how great you are with

can spend time together, just the two of you.

the kids” or “I’m so impressed with how patient you are” or
“Thank you for buying the milk today”. (Try spending about
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Try out new activities. Engage in old ones. And find reasons

As Gottman says, and a plethora of other research

to laugh.

supports, “Remember, working briefly on your marriage

The date does not have to be elaborately planned,
especially if your schedule does not permit it. But it should

every day will do more for your health and longevity than
working out at a health club.”

Jasbina Ahluwalia

be a time of genuinely enjoying each other’s company
doing whatever makes you both happy.

https://intersectionsmatch.com/

This could happen: Over dinner one night, during an
infant’s nap time, while children are at a slumber party, or
after they’ve gone to bed, etc.
This time should not be used to discuss areas of conflict,
which should be scheduled for a different time of the
week.
Doing these five things each week totals 5 hours.
As you can see, these 5 suggestions are quite small and
easy to do.
Romance and strengthening a relationship often does not
require lavish, romantic gestures, but instead small acts
that you can do often. So while you plan an elaborate
evening for Valentine ’s Day, try to also incorporate these
smaller gestures next week and make a note about how
your relationship feels.
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unlike The Brady Bunch. Unlike that popular television
show the kids didn’t all line up in age and we definitely

Coach Caitlin Grace says:

didn’t have a housekeeper.. The stats for second time

Great
Relationships
Don’t Just
Happen.

The number one bliss hack for relationship is making time

relationships are not great with over 67% of them failing.

for one another. Sounds simple but when you’ve got kids
and chores and a million and one other things striving for
your attention taking time for your partner needs to be a
non-negotiable. In our house, that looked like spending
the first 15 minutes debriefing each other when we first got
home. The kids soon adjusted to our new normal.
Nowadays it’s sharing a bath together at the end of the
day.
When it comes to keeping the passion spark alive know

I know the fairy tales tricked us into believing in “and they

that it starts long, long, long before you even get to the

lived happily ever after” but the reality is quite different.

bedroom. Those fires need to be fanned throughout the
day by simple things like a text to say “I’m thinking of you”.

With mortgages and kids and both parties working to

The more you take the time and effort to connect during

make ends meet “happily ever after” can feel like a pipe

the day the more likely you are to have sex at the end of

dream, a mirage .. or just a line from a fairy tale.

the day.

I’m here to share with you the bliss hacks that have worked
for me in my 27 year marriage. Trust me it hasn’t been all
smooth sailing. We are a blended family of seven kids – not

Appreciating your partner is another key hack for any
relationship. Tell them how grateful you are for all the little
things they do for you; from making you a cup of coffee
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just how you like it to taking out the trash. The more you
notice and thank them for the little stuff the more likely
they are to do the big stuff without being asked and we all
like to be appreciated and noticed.

Caitlin Grace
Yoni Egg and Self Love Coach
https://caitlingraceauthor.com
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Bliss Hacks for the ladies
from coach Alexis Meads:

1. Actions
Speak Louder
Than Words.

How To
Connect to a
Man on an
Emotional
Level

My husband has often talked about what he calls “action
speak”. This is why fathers often play catch with their sons,
and it’s usually the best moments they have together!
Men prefer to connect emotionally while doing something
with you, rather than sitting down for a talk. This could be
going for a walk together, being in the car on a drive, or
even while cooking side by side. This way an emotional

Men really do want to connect with a woman emotionally;

conversation feels less like a confrontation, and more like

the challenge is that they just do it differently than women
do. Men and women speak a different emotional language
based on how their brain’s work and it’s important to

an activity. So next time you want to connect heart to heart
with your man, do it casually while enjoying another activity
together.

understand cues. If you know how a man prefers to
communicate and connect, you’ll save yourself a lot of hurt
and frustration.
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2. Give Him
Space.

The other way that men and women connect differently on
an emotional level is how they process things. Women will

relationship, he would even go in another room, saying he
needed space to let off some steam. It would take every
fiber of my being not to run in there after him, crying in
hopes that he’d connect with me again, or angrily
demanding answers. However, I’d make myself go for a
short walk instead, and by the time I got back, we’d be able
to talk it through.

often want to talk it through until
there’s a resolution of some kind.
Men on the other hand can need
space and time out to think it
through.
Often when this happens, women
interpret it as a blow off and get
more clingy, rather than realizing
he may need some time or space
to process his emotions. They are
not necessarily running from you,
they are giving their brain time
and space to figure it out.
I know with my husband when we
got into a few major arguments
towards the beginning of our
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3. To Connect
With a Man on
an Emotional
Level, You
Must
Encourage
Him.

One of the most frequent questions I get asked from my
clients who are in a relationship who are in relationships is
how to better communicate with their partner. I always
remind them not to reward for “good” behavior rather than
punishing for “bad” behavior.
If, for example, it bothers you that your guy often leaves his
dishes in the sink and every time he does you generalize
saying “You’re being so lazy, I always have to do your
dishes.” He’s probably going to shut down. On the other
hand, if in the off chance you notice he’d loading them into
the dishwasher, make a big deal about it. Tell him how
much you appreciate it and while it may seem like a simple
thing, how much it means to you.

Alexis Meads
https://alexismeads.com/

Finally, when a man is opening up and engaging with you
on an emotional level, make sure you are very reaffirming.
Going into emotional territory can be scary for guys, so
encourage them with simple body language like nodding,
smiling, or “Ahh” and “mm-hmm”. Your reaction will make
all the difference for him to either continue opening up or
shutting down.
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Coaching Category:

WELLNESS
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Bliss Hacks coming soon.
If you’re a coach and want to contribute, get in touch.
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Coaching Category:

SPIRITUALITY
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Bliss Hacks coming soon.
If you’re a coach and want to contribute, get in touch.
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Coaching Category:

CAREER
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Coach Marlene Chism
says

our experience even though we keep coming back for

We Are All
Here to
Experience
and Express
Joy.

“I’m just being stupid,” or “I’m not smart enough.”

…but somewhere along the way we get distracted by
unproductive thoughts, unhealthy relationships and
dysfunctional behaviors. For example, we compare
ourselves with others and end up feeling envy and
resentment.
We get involved in unhealthy relationships and then try to
change the other person. We make them responsible for

more.
We beat ourselves up for our problems. We say things like,

Then we start to believe all of our negative thoughts. We
don’t take charge of our greatest power: our mind. We let
ourselves believe every thought we think, when we could
instead use our mind to better our lives and relationships.
Here are three simple ways to get refocused, build
rewarding relationships and reclaim your life so that you
can experience and express more joy.

Stop Focusing
on the
Unimportant
and Irrelevant.
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Listen to conversations around you (including your own)

IRRELEVANT. You are the one struggling. Focus on ways to

and notice how much time is wasted on the unimportant

make it easier.

and irrelevant.
"They had more advantages than I did..."
UNIMPORTANT to your goal.
"Have others struggled as much as I have struggled?”

"They should be ashamed."
UNIMPORTANT. They are not ashamed, so move on.
"If only I would have..."
IRRELEVANT. You didn't...and you'll never know the choice
you didn't take.
We waste a lot of time in the fantasy land
of what is unimportant and irrelevant
when we could be working on what is
important and relevant to us.
Let me play devil’s advocate for a
moment: Sometimes it is helpful to know
why something happened or didn't
happen, and sometimes we need to
compare realistically to make peace with
our situation.
However in the end it's about your
desires, your future, your struggles, and
your choices---not theirs.
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Stop focusing on what is unimportant and irrelevant.

You can come to acceptance.

Start focusing on what is relevant and important to you.

You can set appropriate boundaries.
You might need to change your expectations.

Stop Trying To
Change
Others.

Or perhaps you must leave the relationship altogether.
Sometimes the choices are very tough, but the most
difficult road is trying to change someone else when they
perfectly satisfied the way things are.
Stop trying to change others.
Start recognizing your own choices.

Sometimes we human beings can be very stubborn. We
keep hoping the other person will change, when in fact we
are the one who needs to do something different.
When you are unhappy about someone else’s behavior,
ideas, or opinions it’s natural to want them to change. But
the unfortunate truth is that people only change when they
want to change, not when you want them to change.
Blaming someone else for your unhappiness while you

Stop Believing
Everything You
Think.
Most of us never question our thoughts. We believe every

continue to participate in dysfunctional patterns is a sign.

thought we think. As a result, we do not have the ability to

The sign is that you need to change. The only way to

separate right thinking from wrong thinking.

change is to recognize the choices in front of you.

Wrong thinking is any thought you have that does not
serve your greater good.
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A sure sign you have been thinking wrong is when you find

conscious mind to create a disruption to the negative loop:

yourself in a state of suffering.

Question your assumptions. Ask yourself the following:

As James Allen said, “Suffering is always the effect of
wrong thought in some direction.”

What else could be true?
What else is possible?
What other version might be also true?

If you're feeling hopeless, depressed, sad, or resentful, ask

What new decision do you need to make to turn things

yourself what you've been thinking about.

around?

What are you telling yourself? Do you
believe it just because you thought it?
When you focus on being right about
something, the reticular activating
system in your brain assists you to find
evidence that you are right. That's why
it's so difficult to get out of destructive
thought loops.
The key to right thinking is to use your
conscious mind to direct your
unconscious mind. Your conscious mind
is the “watchman of the gate” that
decides what thoughts get attention and
what thoughts need to be let go.
Here's one way you can use your
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Your most important inner work is to question your

Marlene is an expert on the Linked-In Lynda

negative assumptions and take control over the voice

Global Learning platform offering a course in

inside your head.

Anger Management, and the forthcoming

Stop believing everything you think.

program on Initiating Difficult Conversations

Start questioning your negative thinking.

at Work.

About Coach Marlene

Marlene’s message of personal responsibility,

Marlene Chism is a consultant, executive

way around the globe at leadership

empowerment and alignment is making its

educator and the author of three

academy’s corporate retreats and association

commercially published books: Stop

meetings.

Workplace Drama; No-Drama Leadership;

www.marlenechism.com

and Stop Drama in Your Healthcare Practice.
Marlene works with executives to improve
leadership effectiveness and transform
workplace culture. Her areas of expertise
include leadership development, strategic
communication skills, and stopping
workplace drama.
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Coach Rick Clemons says:

A gift that truly brings balance to the planet, when used

Taking Care of
You Isn't
Selfish. That's
Everyone
Else's BullSh*T!

trip inflicted by others.

I never knew what it meant to take care of myself first.

It was selfish. I know many of you have been taught the
same interesting lie.

correctly. It's an inspiration, not a condemnation, or a guilt

Self-care is rooted deep in our DNA, until we begin to buy
into the misguided, yet loving wisdom of others. Because
you see, they know no better either.
These detours of living fully for others has been passed
down from generation to generation. Now don't get me
wrong, doing and being of service to others is a core value
of mine, as it is for many of you.
The juxtaposition is not forgetting the one person who
needs just as much attention as everyone else, which is
you.
It took me 36 years to wake up to this kick ass concept. I'd
been bluffing myself, wearing myself out, living a greater
part of my life for others. But then I came out. Literally
came out of the closet and made a bold move to live life

But it's not true, unless you make it a selfish act. Ironically,

on my terms. It wasn't easy, and yes there was some pain,

taking care of yourself first is a bold move of living life on

but damn did it feel good to be me, taking care of myself

your terms so that you can mirror to others to live life on

so I could be be better for my daughters, my family, and

their terms. It's a gift.

those around me. It was a daily IV drip of love and care that
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aligned me with my values, my beliefs, my true who, and

I never let an experience get wasted by wasting the

got me high fiving my soul.

experience.

That's when I started living by this manifesto.

I create freedom by freeing myself of guilt and shame.

Ignoring my passions is a form of self-abuse that no longer

I'm driven by my uniqueness, not by my differences

serves me.

I never let the imposter syndrome hold me back from

I empower my boldness by thriving in the land of my

getting bold shit done.

possibilities.

Now I live. I live on my terms with an abundance of love

I don't need anyone else's permission to live my damn

and self-care both for me and others. I let the truth of who I

truth. I just do it.

am guide me, to be the audacious me I was meant to be
on this planet. I care for me, so I can care for others. As

I refuse to let the con artists in my head and outside of me

Elizabeth Gilbert of Eat, Pray, Love fame says, "I take care of

sabotage my power.

my animal."

I live my life by my f*cking expectations, not others.

But most of all I realize that, the truth of who you are is far
more powerful than the false truth of who you are

I live my sensual life of uncertainty and rather than a
mundane life of certainty.

pretending to be for others.

I embrace saying "I don't know" rather than having answers

Take care of you and the rest will work itself out.

to please others.

Rick Clemons

I don't let fear of what others might think prevent me from

www.rickclemons.com

experiencing life's multiple orgasms.
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Coaching Category:

BUSINESS
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Coach Lidiya K says:

the previous month). Learn from their mistakes (they share

Start a Blog.

on the topic with the content you publish.

these openly) and try to create the best possible resource

Do it for a few months till you feel comfortable and can

We live in the best possible times to start a business on the
side and make real money. I'm talking about online
businesses that require no initial capital and which you

establish a brand. Have a presence on social media, learn
how to optimize content so it ranks on Google, and help
people by providing practical advice.

begin as a hobby.
You test the idea and eventually
monetize it. The simplest and most
effective way for that is by starting a blog
in a niche you're passionate about (and
which is profitable), writing quality
content about the subject, learning a bit
about how WordPress works so you can
build a site that loads fast and looks
professional.
Go and find other bloggers in your niche
and see how their site looks, read their
About page, check out their income
reports if they publish any (these share
how much a blogger earned and spent
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When the time comes to monetize, you can learn about the

Lidiya K started as a freelance writer but

ways to make money blogging and can even turn that into

turned her passion for writing into a full-time

passive income (whether it's affiliate marketing,

blogging career. She runs Let’s Reach

sponsorships, selling your own products or having ads on

Success, where she helps others achieve

the site).
What starts as a personal blog can later turn into your main
source of income earning you thousands or even tens of
thousands of dollars on a monthly basis. I did that with my

freedom through personal growth and online
business.
https://letsreachsuccess.com

site Let's Reach Success and it's one of the best decisions
I've ever taken. I even believe that one blog can help you
monetize your passion and turn it into your career.
My side hustle allowed me to move to another country and
live the life I want. And you can do the same even if you
know nothing about building websites and making money
now.
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Coach Kate Beeders says:

When I first started my business, I heard the phrase “does

Ask “Does This
Honor Me?”

Initially, having come out of the Corporate business world, I

this honor me?” from one of my mentors, Sandy Taylor.

had no idea what that meant. For me, my previous work
experience was priding myself for being a Type A and
continually moving forward to have the type of
unprecedented success in my career I was having.
This question was throwing me for a
loop. I went on a search for my own
answer. That’s why I want you to think
about it as it’s probably one of the most
important questions you can ask yourself
if you're going to have more joy,
happiness, and bliss in your life.
What I realized is that if you don’t ask
yourself that question, you can end up
saying “yes” or “no” to the wrong things
and that will take you down a path of
unhappiness and overwhelm.

Step One: You Need
To Define What
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“Honor” Actually Means to
You

Otherwise, why bother? If you have a little bit of

For me, it’s about being in integrity and on the path

will be fantastic.

towards what I deeply desire in my life. What is your
definition?

Step Two: Every Time You
Must Make a Decision, Ask
Yourself, “Does This Honor
Me?”

apprehension, it might be because you’re getting out of
your Comfort Zone, which is not a bad thing, as the reward

Taking this action will help you deliberately create your life.
Every day, honor yourself, and as a result, you will go
through your days happier.

KATE BEEDERS, The Breakthrough Expert and
founder of BRILLIANCE Builders™ teaches
how to tap into your Zone of Brilliance to

In other words:

Accelerate Your Success.

• Will it help you get closer to reaching your dream?

Over the last 8 years, Kate has helped

•

thousands of people go from stuck to

•

Does it make sense to do this now?

successful with the Money Acceleration

Is it being done in a way that is aligned with your core

System™ and is a sought-after speaker across

values?
•

North America.

Does thinking about this make you feel good?

http://www.KateBeeders.com

If the questions get answered with a resounding “yes,” you
must proceed. This means you’re feeling excited and
enthusiastic. After all the point of the journey is to enjoy it.
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Coaching Category:

PRODUCTIVITY
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Coach Clare Evans says

have to do, what do you need to do and which tasks are do

Planning
Is Key.

colours to make it more visual and easier to read.

them at some time or ‘nice to do’? Use numbers, letters,

Planning is one of the simple things you
can do to create more bliss in your life. A
good planning habit has a BIG impact on
how much you achieve each day and
how productive you are.
It can be as simple as 1, 2, 3 and takes
only a few minutes a day (once you get
in to the habit):
1. Make a list of everything you need to
do – you’ll realise you have too much on
your list and there’s not enough time to
get ‘everything’ done. Estimate how long
you think each task will take.
2. Prioritise your tasks – what’s important,
what’s urgent? What do you absolutely
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3. Allocate time for these tasks in your scheduler. In an

more tired you become. You lose focus and are more easily

average working day, the tasks and timings on your list are

distracted.

probably more than your working hours. (Schedule in your

Take a break at least once an hour for a few minutes and

planning time to help it become a habit).

then a longer break every 2-3 hours.

Start a planning habit and see how much of a difference it

Make Sure You Take That
Lunch Break.

makes. The more you plan, the more you’ll get done.

Take More
Breaks.

If you skip lunch or end up eating at your desk you not
taking a proper physical and mental break.
With more frequent breaks – you’ll be more productive

When life and work is hectic, you’re so busy you don’t stop.
You end up working right through the day without taking a
proper break.

when you get back to work.
When you take a break or go and do something different
that your sub-conscious often pops up with a solution to a
problem or a great new idea ... you know those Eureka

While you might want to get ‘more done’ in your busy day,

moments.

it’s also important to take regular breaks, even if you think
you’re too busy to take a break. But you don’t have time for
breaks, there’s too much to be done, if you can squeeze

The longer you work, the more tired you become and the
less productive you are. Stop before you get over-tired,
take a decent break and come back refreshed.

another task in to that 5, 10, 30 minutes – it’s another thing
ticked off your list.

Switching off ...

Taking a break can actually increase your productivity. Your
productivity drops the longer you work on a task and the
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Implement
Technology
Free Zones.

One room in the house where technology (mobile phones
and texting, laptops and social media are banned).

Ban Mobile Phones From Meal
Times.
Yup, those teenagers at the dinner table, texting their
mates that seem to be surgically attached to their mobile
phones. Those of us who are old
enough to remember a time before
the mobile phone, may find it easier
to do. Others can’t imagine life
without them.

Know
When To
Switch
Off.

Deal with the ‘smartphone addiction’
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and take time out when you’re totally
unconnected.

Create Boundaries
Around Work/Home
Time.
Don’t answer your work phone or
respond to work emails or messages
outside of work time.
Exchange technology interactions for
real life face to face interaction.
Keep the weekends technology free as
much as possible, especially if you spend
most of your working day ‘connected’.

Create Time To
Think.

When you get stuck in the day-to-day running of work or
your own business, it’s difficult to find the time to think
more creatively or strategically.
However, it’s important that you do take a step back every
now and then to look at what you’re doing and where
you’re going. To get things back in perspective and look at
the bigger picture – both at work and at home.
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You can do this by actually planning in ‘thinking time’. Set

Coach Clare Evans

aside time once a week or once a month to get away from

Time Management & Productivity

your day-to-day business.

Coach, Author of Time Management For

Book a meeting space away from the office environment,
so you don’t get distracted by email and the phone. Switch
off your mobile for the duration. It only needs to be a

Dummies
https://clareevans.co.uk/

couple of hours, half a day or even a full day if you want to
go away with your management team. It’s sometimes
helpful to work with a facilitator, coach or mentor for new
ways of thinking and working or for an unbiased view.
Creative, thinking time is especially important if you’re
feeling blocked or overwhelmed, it helps if you can get a
fresh perspective or look at the bigger picture instead of
getting bogged down in detail.
Take time out – going for a walk/run or doing a physical
activity is a great way to refresh your mind and take your
mind off an immediate problem or free up your thinking
and creativity.
Do something creative like writing, drawing, painting or
take up a handicraft like knitting or needlework. It creates a
meditative state that can reduce stress and stimulate
creativity in other areas.
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Coaching Category:

CONFIDENCE
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Coach Sue Painter says

Build Confidence and Focus in 10 Minutes a Day:

Daily SelfPromises.

to live in alignment with our core values.

The one thing that helps us create our most desired life is

Using my Daily Self-Promises journal page provides a
quick, 10 minute a day way to check that you’re staying in
line with your core values and leaning in toward a blissful
life and business.
There’s 2 simple steps in the Daily
Self-Promises system.

At the First of Each
Month, Block Off
About 10 Minutes
to List 3 Deep
Values That You
Hold for Your Life.
Once you have listed these 3 deep
values, state one single goal that
helps you hold each of your 3 values
high.
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So you’ve got a list of 3 deep values and 3 goals – one for

according to your deep values.

each value.

This practice builds confidence and inner strength. It’s
important to realize that promises you make to yourself are

At the Beginning of Each Day,
Set Aside 10 Minutes for
Yourself.

every bit as important as promises you make to others.
Keeping your word to yourself builds a person of power,
maturity, and success.

For each goal you listed in Step One, make one promise to
yourself of how you will act or what you will take action on.
Your promises to yourself should move you closer to the
goals you listed above, and support your deep values. So
you’ve got a list of 3 self-promises for yourself every single
day.

You’re invited to go to a special page for Bliss Hack readers
to download the Daily Self-Promises journal page (it’s my
gift to you). Simply go to www.confidentmarketer.com/
blisshacks to get access to the journal page.
I’m Sue Painter, and I’m wishing you every success in
creating your desired life and living in bliss.

Coach Sue’s bio:

Your daily self-promises (no more than 3) take no more
than 10 minutes a day to write.

Known for her quick insight, strong skills as a

• First thing in the morning, set up your self-promises (5

marketing strategist, and wisdom, Painter

minutes).

most loves to work with small business

• At mid-day take 2 minutes to see if your activities are in

owners who are looking for new strategies to

line with what you promised to yourself.

increase their visibility and sales.

• In the evening, take 2 minutes to reflect on your day and
see how you did.

www.confidentmarketer.com

Doing this consistently each day will change your life and
your business. This comes from aligning yourself to live
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Conclusion:

THE BLISSFUL ROAD AHEAD
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Give Your Self
Permission
Often times we get stuck in one narrow

minded focus, striving to ‘work hard’, rather
than working blissfully smart.
Sometimes we need to literally give ourselves
permission to pause, reflect and adjust.
Take time to deeply and honestly reflect on
the simple yet profound advice shared in this
collection of bliss hacks for 2019.
They come from dozens of professional
coaches who are masters of their craft.
Find bliss hacks you particularly resonate with
and explore the coaches website for more.
Join www.lifebinder.club to pursue maximum
productive bliss this year.
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LifeBinder
The reliable way to live each day in productive bliss
www.lifebinder.club
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